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Random walks on Convergence Groups
Aitor Azemar Carnicero
Abstract
We extend some properties of random walks on Hyperbolic groups
to random walks on Convergence groups. In particular, we prove that if
a convergence group G acts on a compact metrizable spaceM with the
convergence property, then, using a previous construction by Tukkia
[Tuk98], we can provide G∪M with a compact topology, which works
as an extension of Gromov’s topology, such that random walks on G
converge almost surely to points in M . Furthermore, we use Maher
and Tiozzo’s result [MT18], to prove that if the random walk is finitely
generated, then M , with the corresponding hitting measure, can be
seen as a model for the Poisson Boundary of G.
1 Introduction
Consider a countable group G, and a probability measure µ supported on
that group. We can define a random walk on G by fixing a starting point,
and successively multiplying it by independent elements of G acording to
the probability µ, that is, defining
wn := g0g1 . . . gn,
where g0 is our started fixed point, and gi for i ≥ 1 are independent and
identically distributed (with distribution µ) random variables with values on
G. In this thesis we will study the asymptotic behaviour of such processes
for a class of hyperbolic-like groups.
In the case where G is a δ-hyperbolic group, we can consider the em-
bedding of G into G ∪ ∂G, where ∂G is the Gromov boundary of G. Kai-
monovich showed in [Kai97] that, under some assumptions on the measure
µ, the sample paths (wn) converge almost surely to points in the Gromov
boundary. Furthermore, he showed that ∂G, together with the correspond-
ing hitting measure ν, form a model for the Poisson boundary ; that is, (∂G,
ν) seen as a measure space, encodes all the asymptotically relevant informa-
tion of the sample paths (for a formal definition of the Poisson boundary, see
[Kai96]). Similar results have been proven for many hyperbolic-like groups
(see, for example, [Tio15] and [Kai00]).
We extend these results to groups that act on a space M in the same
way that hyperbolic groups act on their Gromov boundaries. In concrete,
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Definition. Let G be a discrete countable group acting on a compact met-
rizable spaceM . G is called a convergence group if for every infinite sequence
(gn) ⊂ G of distinct elements, there exists a subsequence (gnk) and points
a, b ∈ M such that gnk |M\a converges to b locally uniformly, that is, for
every compact set K ⊂M \ a, and every open neighbourhood U of b, there
is N such that gnk(K) ⊂ U whenever nk > N .
It is fairly easy to see that hyperbolic groups act as convergence groups
on their Gromov boundaries (see, for example, [Bow99]), so in this definition
M plays the role of the Gromov boundary of the group. Hence, one would
hope that the previous results about random walks on Gromov hyperbolic
groups also worked in convergence group, replacing ∂G by M . Indeed, we
prove the following.
Theorem 5.2. Let G be a countable, discrete group acting as a convergence
group, non elementary and minimally on a metrizable compact space M .
Then, there exists a compact topology on G ∪M such that the inclusions
G →֒ G∪M , M →֒ G∪M are topological embeddings and, for any generating
measure µ on G, the sample paths of the associated random walk on G
converges almost surely to points in M .
By non elemental action we mean an action such that there is no invariant
subset consisting of 2 or 1 point. To prove this result, we use a construction
done by Tukia in [], which consists in observing that, just as M is the
equivalent of the Gromov boundary, the space of distinct triples
T = {(a, b, c) ∈M3|a 6= b 6= c 6= a}
is the equivalent of the hyperbolic space upon which G acts. Generalizing
from the case of Kleinian groups, he gives a compact Topology to T ∪M ,
and from here we get, in section 5.1 a compact topology on G ∪M . To
see that the random walk converges to the boundary we use fairly standard
methods, and apply directly the definition of convergence groups.
To see whether M works as a model for the Poisson boundary we use a
quasimetric ρ for T , introduced by Bin Sun in [Sun16], which makes (T, ρ)
quasiisometric to a hyperbolic space (S,d), upon which G acts by isometries
and with a weakly properly discontinuous (WPD) element, that is, there
exists an element h ∈ G such that, for every s ∈ S and ǫ > 0, there exists
K ∈ N such that
|{f ∈ G|d(s, fs) < ǫ,d(hKs, fhKs) < ǫ}| <∞.
To use this metric, we use a theorem proven by Maher and Tiozzo in [MT18].
Applied to our situation, Maher and Tiozzo’s theorem gives us that, under
some restrictions on the measure µ, the Gromov boundary of S, together
with it’s hitting measure, form a model for the Poisson boundary. In our
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case the conditions for the measure are hard to check, as they involve the
metric, which is not straightforward. However, the conditions are automat-
ically satisfied whenever the measure has finite support, that is, when the
random walk is finitely generated. Using the quasiisometry between S and T
we can identify the Gromov boundary of T as the Poisson Boundary. How-
ever, the Gromov boundary of T may be a complicated object, and a priory
we have no direct to relate it with M . We build a G-equivariant homeo-
morphism between a subset of M and a subset of the Gromov boundary of
T . We also see that the subset of the Gromov boundary of T chosen for the
homeomorphism has full measure under the hitting measure, so we get the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Let G be a finitely generated group acting as a convergence
group, minimally and non-elementary on a compact space M , and µ a prob-
ability measure generating G with finite support. Then, (M,ν) is the Poisson
boundary of (G,µ), where ν is the µ-stationary Borel probability measure on
M .
As a corollary of the proof, (in particular, of proposition 4.6) we get an
alternative proof to the fact that the set of conical limit points of M intro-
duced by Tukia in [Tuk98] has full measure under the stationary measure.
A more quantitative statement of this fact has been proven by Gekhtman,
Gerasimov, Potyagailo and Yang in [GGPY17][Theorem 9.14 and 9.15].
Many results about a group apparently not related with random walks
can be obtained by studying their asymptotic behaviour. For example, we
say that a function f : G → R is µ-harmonic if f(g) =
∑
h∈G µ(h)f(gh),
that is, if the value at a point is the average of the values at the neighbour-
ing points, using µ for ponderation. If (M,ν) is the Poisson boundary of
(G,µ), there exists an explicit isomorphism from L∞(M,ν) to the bounded
µ-harmonic functions on G. Also, using the convergence of the random
walks to M one can show that the action of G on (M,ν) is strongly almost
transitive, that is, given ǫ > 0 and A ⊂M with ν(A) > 0, there exists g ∈ G
such that µ(gA) > 1 − ǫ. Having a non trivial strongly almost transitive
action has interesting implications, and we refer to [GW16] for a compilation
of some.
I would like to thank Ursula Hamensta¨dt, for explaining to me the main
and Giulio Tiozzo for being so helpful during the realization of this paper.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Hyperbolicity and quasi-metric spaces
Let (X,d) be a geodesic metric space, i.e., a metric space such that for
any two points a, b ∈ X there exists a curve [a, b], with length equal to
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the distance between a and b. That curve may not be unique, and by
[a, b] we mean an arbitrary choice of that family. Given a set A ⊂ X
and r > 0, we will denote by N(A, r) the r neighbourhood of A, that is,
{x ∈ X|d(x,A) ≤ r}. Given δ > 0, we say X is δ-hyperbolic, or Gromov
hyperbolic, if it satisfies the δ-slim triangles condition, that is, given any
three points a, b, c ∈ X, the geodesic [a, b] is contained in N([b, c] ∪ [a, c], δ).
In this way, hyperbolic spaces may be seen as generalizations of trees, where
the δ-slim triangles condition is satisfied by δ = 0. One could say that the
triangles on hyperbolic spaces behave, ”from far away”, as the triangles on
trees. In fact, many theorems which are true for trees turn out to be true as
well for hyperbolic spaces, up to some constant depending on δ. The δ-slim
condition can be seen to be equivalent to some others, such as the δ-center
triangles condition or the 4-point condition.
In this paper we will deal with a relaxation of the notion of metric,
where we soften the triangle inequality by an additive constant, and al-
low two different points to have 0 distance. At large scale, this relaxation
is indistinguishable from a metric, so many results about hyperbolicity go
trough. Here is a precise definition:
Definition 2.1. Given r ≥ 0, an r-quasimetric ρ on a set Q, is a function
ρ : Q2 → [0,+∞), satisfying ρ(x, x) = 0, ρ(x, y) = ρ(y, x) and ρ(x, y) ≤
ρ(x, z) + ρ(z, y) + r for all x, y, z ∈ Q.
A quasimetric is an r-quasimetric for some r > 0. Given s ≥ 0 and a
quasimetric space (Q, ρ), an s-geodesic segment is a finite sequence of points
x0, x1, . . . xn such that |i−j|−s ≤ ρ(xi, xj) ≤ |i−j|+s for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n. We
will also denote by [a, b] an arbitrary choice of s-geodesic segment between
a and b, that is, such that a = x0 and b = xn. A quasimetric is a path
quasimetric if there exists s ≥ 0 such that every pair of points can be
connected by an s-geodesic segment. A path quasimetric is called hyperbolic
path quasimetric if the δ-slim triangles condition is satisfied with the s-
geodesics instead of geodesics. To ease the notation, we will always assume
that r = s = δ.
As explained, many results about hyperbolicity translate to hyperbolic
path quasimetric spaces. We now cite exactly which results we are going to
use, and why they translate.
Given a point p ∈ X, the Gromov product is defined by
(x · y)p =
1
2
(d(p, x) + d(p, y)− d(x, y)).
A useful feature of this product is that for δ-hyperbolic spaces (x · y)p is
equal to the distance between p and any geodesic between x and y, up to
additive error. That is,
(x · y)p = d(p, [x, y]) +O(δ), (1)
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where we write A = B+O(δ) to mean that the difference between A and B is
bounded by a constant, which depends only on δ. Equivalently, the Gromov
product can be defined for quasimetrics, and we get the same equation in
the same way we do for hyperbolic metric spaces, adding constants whenever
we use the triangle inequality or the s-geodesics:
Lemma 2.2. Consider a hyperbolic path quasimetric (Q, ρ). Let p ∈ Q,
then
(x · y)p :=
1
2
(ρ(p, x) + ρ(p, y)− ρ(x, y)) = ρ(p, [x, y]) +O(r).
Proof. Consider a ∈ [x, y], then, by the relaxed triangle inequality, ρ(x, p) ≤
ρ(x, a) + ρ(a, p) + r and ρ(y, p) ≤ ρ(y, a) + ρ(a, p) + r, and since [x, y] is an
r-geodesic, ρ(x, a) + ρ(a, y) ≤ ρ(x, y) + 3r. Hence,
2ρ(a, p) ≥ ρ(x, p) + ρ(y, p)− ρ(x, a) − ρ(a, p)− 2r ≥ 2(x · y)p − 5r.
For the inverse inequality consider the r-geodesic (ai)i∈[0,...,n] between x
and y. By the slim triangles condition, it is contained in an r-neighbourhood
of [x, p]∪[p, y]. Consider the last point ak such that it is in the r-neighbourhood
of [x, p]. Since ak and ak+1 are in an r-geodesic, they are at most at distance
2r + 1, and by hyperbolicity, ak+1 is contained in the r-neighbourhood of
[p, y]. Hence, [x, p] and [y, p] are both at most at 4r + 1 distance from ak.
Consider w ∈ [y, p] such that ρ(ak, w) ≤ 4r + 1. Then,
ρ(p, y) ≥ ρ(p,w)+ρ(w, y)−4r−1 ≥ ρ(p,w)+ρ(w, ak)+ρ(ak, w)+ρ(w, y)−4r−1 ≥
≥ ρ(p, ak) + ρ(ak, y)− 6r − 1.
Doing the same reasoning for ρ(p, x) and adding both inequalities we get
2ρ(p, ak) ≤ ρ(p, x) + ρ(p, y)− ρ(x, ak)− ρ(ak, y) + 12r + 2 ≤
ρ(p, x) + ρ(p, y)− ρ(x, y) + 13r + 2 ≤ 2(x · y)p + 13r + 2.
And we get our result (since ρ(p, [x, y]) ≤ ρ(p, ak)).
Another important property we will use about the Gromov product is
the inverse triangle inequality,
(x · y)p ≥ min{(x · z)p, (y · z)p}+O(r),
which is satisfied as a direct application of the last lemma and the r-slim
triangles conditions, that is, since [x, y] ⊂ N([x, z] ∪ [z, y], r),
(x · y)p = ρ(p, [x, y]) +O(r) ≥ ρ(p, [x, z] ∪ [z, y])−O(r) =
= min{ρ(p, [x, z)], ρ(p, [z, y]} −O(r) = min{(x · z)p, (y · z)p} −O(r).
Just as we relaxed the notions of metric and trees to something that,
on the large scale, looks the same, we can do the same with isometries.
Precisely:
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Definition 2.3. Let (Q, ρ) and (Q′, ρ′) be two quasimetric spaces. A map
f : Q → Q′ is called an (L,C)-quasi-isometric embedding of Q into Q′ if
there exists L,C > 0 such that ρ(x, y)/L−C < ρ′(f(x), f(y)) < Lρ(x, y)−C
for all x, y ∈ Q. If, in addition, there exists D > 0 such that every point of Q′
is within distance D from the image of f , then we say f is a quasi-isometry
between Q and Q′.
Note that we do not require f to be continuous, injective nor exhaustive.
Just as in the case of metric spaces, one can show that given an (L,C) quasi-
isometry between Q and Q′, there exists a quasi-inverse g : Q′ → Q, such
that ρ(gf(x), x) ≤ C +O(r) and ρ′(fg(x′), x′) ≤ C +O(r).
The same idea can be applied to geodesics in the following way. Let I
be a connected subset of R. An (L,C)-quasigeodesic γ is an (L,C)-quasi-
isometric embedding of I into Q, that is, such that for all s and t in I,
1
L
|t− s| − C ≤ ρ(γ(s), γ(t)) ≤ L|t− s|+ C.
If I = R we will call the quasigeodesic γ a bi-infinite quasigeodesic. It is
easy to see that the image of an (L,C)-quasigeodesic by an (L′, C ′)-quasi-
isometric embedding is a (L′′, C ′′)-quasigeodesic, where L′′ and C ′′ depend
only on the other constants. If we are on a δ-hyperbolic metric space, then
it is well known that quasigeodesics have the following stability property,
which is often referred to as the Morse Lemma.
Proposition 2.4. Let (Q, ρ) be a hyperbolic path quasimetric space. Given
numbers L and C, there is a number D such that for any two points x and
y in Q, any two (L,C)-quasigeodesics connecting x and y are contained in
D-neighbourhoods of each other.
For δ-hyperbolic spaces, a proof can be found, for example, in [BH99][Theorem
III.1.7]. The proof can be done as well for quasimetric spaces, resulting in
a bigger constant D′, but it is not a short proof, so we shall not repeat it
here. Another way of seeing it can be achieved using that any hyperbolic
path quasimetric space Q is quasi-isometric to a metric hyperbolic space S
[Bow98], so if we take two (L,C)-quasigeodesics on Q connecting x and y,
then their images by the L′, C ′-quasi-isometry f : Q → S will be (L′′, C ′′)-
quasigeodesics, so they will be contained on some D neighbourhood of each
other, and hence their preimages will also be contained in some D′ neigh-
bourhood of each other, where D′ depends only on L,C and our space Q.
By the last proposition, if f is a quasi-isometry between (Q, ρ) and
(Q′, ρ′), then [f(x), f(y)] and f([x, y]) are contained in D neighbourhoods
of each other. Therefore, using (1),
(x · y)p = ρ(p, [x, y]) +O(r) ≤ Lρ(f(p), f([x, y])) + C ≤
≤ Lρ(f(p), [f(x), f(y)]) + C +DL = L(f(x) · f(y))f(p) +K.
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Repeating the process to get a bound from below we get
(f(x) · f(y))f(p)/L−K ≤ (x · y)p ≤ L(f(x) · f(y))f(p) +K, (2)
that is, the Gromov product stays, in big terms, untouched by quasi-isometries.
The Gromov boundary of a space Q, which we will denote ∂Q, can be
defined by means of its Gromov sequences, up to a relation, which by this
last observation will turn out to be invariant under quasi-isometries. We
say that a sequence (xn)n∈N ⊂ Q is a Gromov sequence if (xm · xn)p tends
to infinity as m,n tend to infinity (that is, as min{m,n} tend to infinity).
We say that two Gromov sequences (xn) and (yn) are equivalent if (xn ·yn)p
converges to infinity as n tends to infinity. If we don’t know whether (yn) is
a Gromov sequence, limn→∞(xn · yn)p = ∞ implies that it is, since by the
inverse triangle inequality we have (yn ·ym)p ≥ min{(yn ·xn)p, (xn ·xm)p, (ym ·
xm)p} + O(r), which goes to infinity. The Gromov boundary is defined as
the set of equivalence classes of Gromov sequences. By (1) we have that the
choice of p is irrelevant, and by (2) we have that quasi-isometries can be
extended to bijections between the corresponding Gromov boundaries.
The Gromov product can be extended to the boundary by
(x · y)p = sup lim inf
m,n→∞
(xm · yn)p,
where the supremum is taken over all sequences (xm) of the class of x and
(yn) of the class of y. With this definition, the inverse triangle inequality
still holds, but with a larger additive constant. The sets
V (x,R) = {y ∈ Q ∪ ∂Q|(x · y)p > R},
together with all the open sets of Q (if Q is a quasimetric, we don’t have
an induced topology, so instead we may take the weakest topology which
respects the convergences to the boundary), form a basis for a topology on
Q ∪ ∂Q. When Q is a proper metric space, that is, the closed metric balls
are compact, Q ∪ ∂Q with this topology is compact. The convergence to
the points of the boundary is independent of the choice of p, and we can
consider the induced topology on ∂Q, which is also well defined. By (2), if Q
and Q′ are two hyperbolic path quasimetric spaces, and f a quasi-isometry
between them, we will have (xn) ⊂ Q∪∂Q converging to λ ∈ ∂Q if and only
if (f(xn)) converges to f(λ).
On a δ-hyperbolic space, the nearest point projection into a geodesic
γ is coarsely well defined, i.e. if γ is a geodesic between a, b, there is a
constant K(δ) such that if p and q are nearest points of γ to c, d(p, q) ≤
K. Furthermore, p and q are also O(δ) close to any projection of a into
[b, c]. A proof of this fact for δ-hyperbolic spaces, as well as the following
2 propositions, can be found in [Mah10][Section 3]. These proofs can be
redone for hyperbolic path spaces, with respect to the r-geodesics, in the
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same way we redid the proof for lemma 2.2, so we shall not redo them here.
Using the coarsely defined projections one can prove the reverse triangle
inequality.
Proposition 2.5. Let γ be a r-geodesic in a hyperbolic path quasimetric
space Q, x ∈ Q a point, and p a nearest point projection of x to γ. Then
for any y ∈ γ we have
ρ(x, y) = ρ(x, p) + ρ(y, p) +O(r)
Using twice this proposition one can show the following.
Proposition 2.6. Let γ be a r-geodesic in a hyperbolic path quasimetric
space Q, and let x and y be two points in Q with nearest points px and py
respectively on γ. If ρ(px, py) ≥ K(r), then
ρ(x, y) = ρ(x, px) + ρ(px, py) + ρ(py, y) +O(r).
If G is a group acting by isometries on Q, we say g ∈ G is a loxodromic
element if the map Z → Q, n → gnx is an (L(x), C(x))-quasi-isometric
embedding for some (equivalently, any) x ∈ Q, that is, t→ g⌊t⌋x is a quasi-
geodesic. Of interest to us will be the following property of these elements,
well known when Q is a proper hyperbolic metric space.
Proposition 2.7. Let G be a group acting by isometries on a hyperbolic
path quasimetric space (Q, ρ), and let g be a loxodromic element. Then
there exists N big enough and M > 0 such that infx∈Q ρ(x, g
nNx) ≥ nM .
Proof. Fix s ∈ Q. Then, gns is an (L,C)-quasigeodesic for some L,C.
Given x ∈ Q, consider one of the closest point projections of x into {gns},
and denote it gnxs, that is, a point such that ρ(x, gns) ≤ ρ(x, gms) for all
m ∈ Z. Since g is an isometry, and the set {gns} is g-invariant, the closest
point projection of gkx can be chosen to be gk+nxs. Consider now the r-
geodesic γ between gnxs and gk+nxs, and the projections px and pgkx of
x and gkx on γ. By Morse Lemma, there is a constant K such that the
geodesic γ is at K distance from the points {gns, nx ≤ n ≤ k + nx}, so by
the triangle inequality,
ρ(x, px) ≥ ρ(x, {g
ns, nx ≤ n ≤ k+nx})−ρ({g
ns, nx ≤ n ≤ k+nx}, px)−r ≥
≥ ρ(x, gnxs)− r −K.
Adding the reverse triangle inequality,
ρ(px, g
nxs) = ρ(x, gnxs)− ρ(x, px) +O(r) ≤ K + r +O(r),
The same result can be obtained in the same way for the distance between
gk+nxs and pgkx. Hence,
ρ(px, pgkx) ≥ ρ(g
nxs, gk+nxs)− 2K − 2r+O(r) ≥
k
L
−C − 2K − 2r+O(r),
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Since L, C and K depend only on s, we can take k such that kL −C− 2K −
2r+O(r) is big enough so we can apply proposition 2.6. Applying it we get,
for any x ∈ Q,
d(x, gkx) = d(x, px)+d(px, pgkx)+d(pgkx, g
kx)+O(r) ≥
k
L
−C−2K−2r+O(r),
so the lemma is satisfied for 0 < M < 1L and N > L(M +C+2K+2r) (and
big enough such that 2.6 applies on the proof).
Finally, we recall that a group is called hyperbolic if it is finitely gener-
ated, and the Cayley graphs obtained by taking a finite set of generators
and endowing it with the path metric are hyperbolic. Since two Cayley
graphs generated by different finite sets of generators are quasi-isometric,
and the hyperbolicity property and Gromov boundary are invariant by quasi-
isometries, the notion of hyperbolic group is well defined and one can talk
about the Gromov boundary of the group. By Sˇvarc–Milnor lemma, any
group acting by isometries, properly discontinuously and cocompactly on a
proper hyperbolic space is hyperbolic.
2.2 Random Walks
Let G be a discrete group and µ a probablity measure on G. The step
space Ω := GN is the space of infinite sequences of group elements, which
we consider as a probability space with the product measure P := µN. We
will denote random walk on G starting at g0 the stochastic process (indexed
by N ∪ 0) obtained by associating to each n, the G-valued random variable
wn : Ω→ G
(g1, g2, . . .)→ wn := g0g1 . . . gn.
In other words, a random walk on G is a time homogeneous, space homogen-
eous Markov chain with transition probabilities given by p(g, h) = µ(g−1h).
Unless explicitly stated, our random walks will always start at the neutral
element, that is, g0 = e.
On all of our cases our group G will act by isometries on some metric
space (X,d), and we will be interested on the process we get by applying the
random walk to some starting point x ∈ X, i.e., in the process (wnx)n∈N.
This may make the choice of creating the random walk on the group by right
multiplication look weird, since this may result in the new process not being
a Markov chain. However, by doing it this way we can interpret the steps
as going from wnx to (wngn+1w
−1
n )wnx, i.e., every step consists on drafting
independently an isometry gn+1 ∈ G with probability µ, translating it to
the point wnx (i.e., considering the isometry wngn+1w
−1
n ) and applying this
new isometry. Since there might be more than one way of translating our
isometry, and the way we chose depends on the path wn, we might end up
with something that is no longer a Markov chain. However, by making this
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choice we get something similar to time and space homogeneity, since the
distribution of every step will be a random translation of the distribution of
the first step, i.e.,
P[wnx = y|wn−1x = z] = P[wn−1gnx = y|wn−1x = z] =
= P[gnx = w
−1
n−1y|x = w
−1
n−1z].
We will refer to this new process as random walk onX (generated by (G,µ)).
This can also be seen as the projection of the random walk on G to X.
To interest to us will be the asymptotic behaviour of the random walks.
In particular, whether they converge to some ”infinity”, or rather, to some
boundary, and in which way they converge. Assume G can be embedded
into a G-space of the form G ∪ B (that is, a topological space upon which
G acts by homeomorphisms), and that the sample paths (wn(ω)) converge
almost surely to some point w∞ ∈ B. Then, Furstenberg shows in [Fur71]
that this implies that the resulting hitting measure ν in B is µ stationary,
that is, ν(A) =
∑
g∈G µ(g)gν(A) (where gν(A) := ν(g
−1A)) for every Borel
set in B, and the measure wnν converges in the weak* topology to a point
measure. With this in mind, Furstenberg defines the following.
Definition 2.8. Let G be a group acting on a measurable G-space (B, ν)
and µ a measure on G. Then (B, ν) is a µ-boundary (or Furstenberg bound-
ary) of (G,µ) if
1. ν is a µ stationary probability measure
2. For almost every sample path (wn), the sequence of measures (wnν)
converges weakly to a δ-measure.
Furstenberg also shows that whenever (B, ν) is a µ-boundary, we can
endow G∪B with a topology such that the sample paths of the random walks
converge almost surely to points in the boundary. However, the inclusion
G →֒ G ∪B might not be an embedding.
If we consider the µ boundaries of a group as measure spaces, we can
establish an order between them by considering (B1, µ1) ≥ (B2, µ2) if there
exists a G-equivariant map f : B1 → B2 such that (B2, µ2) = (f(B1), f(µ1)).
Furstenberg also shows that there exists a unique (up to the equivalence
given by the order relation) maximal µ-boundary, which gives us a definition
for the Poisson Boundary.
Whenever M is a metrizable compact space, the space of probability
measures equipped with the weak* measure, M1(M), is compact (see, for
example, [VO16][Chapter 2]), which guarantees the existence of µ-stationary
measures.
Theorem 2.9. Let G be a countable group acting by homeomorphisms on
a compact metric space M , and let µ a probability distribution on G. Then
there exists a µ-stationary Borel probability measure ν on M .
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Proof. Consider any Borel probability measure ν0 ∈ M1(M), and consider
the Cesa`ro averages νn =
1
n(µ ∗ ν0 + . . . + µ
n ∗ ν0), where µ
n = µ ∗ µ ∗
. . . ∗ µ (n times). Since M1(M) is compact, this sequence has a converging
subsequence νnk , to some ν ∈ M1(M). Then, for any bounded continuous
function f :M → R, writing ν(f) :=
∫
B fν,
|ν(f)−µ∗ν(f)| ≤ |ν(f)−νnk(f)|+|νnk(f)−µ∗νnk(f)|+|µ∗νnk(f)−µ∗ν(f)|.
The first term on the RHS goes to 0 by the definition of the topology. For
the second term we have
|νnk(f)− µ ∗ νnk(f)| = |
1
n
(µ ∗ νnk(f)− µ
n+1νnk(f)| ≤
2
n
max
x∈B
|f(x)|,
so it also goes to 0. For the last term we have
|µ ∗ νnk(f)− µ ∗ ν(f)| ≤
∑
g∈G
µ(g)|gνnk (f)− gν(f)|.
gν(f) =
∫
f(x)ν(g−1(x)) =
∫
f(gx)ν(x) = ν(f(g·)), so by definition of the
topology every term of this last sum goes to 0 (since f(g·) is a continu-
ous bounded function). Applying dominated convergence (dominated by
2maxx∈B f(x)), we have that this last sum converges to 0, so |ν(f) − µ ∗
ν(f)| → 0, meaning, ν(f) = µ∗ν(f) for every continuous bounded function,
which implies ν = µ ∗ ν.
With this, the first condition of the definition of µ boundary is auto-
matically satisfied whenever we have G acting on a compact metric space.
For the second condition we have the following result, which goes back to
Furstenberg (see also [Mar91][Chapter 6]).
Theorem 2.10. Let M be a compact metric space on which the countable
group G acts continuously, and ν a µ-stationary Borel probability measure on
M . Then for almost every sample path w ∈ Ω, the sequence wnν converges
in the weak* topology to some measure on M .
Proof. SinceM is compact, C(M) is separable, so we have a dense countable
subset f i. For each of these functions we can define the functions on G,
hi(g) = 〈f, gν〉, which, since ν is µ-stationary, are µ-harmonic. Thus, hi(wn)
is a bounded martingale, and hence it converges almost surely (on a set Ωn)
to some random variable f iw. Since the set of dense functions is countable, we
can consider the set of probability one
⋂
n∈NΩn, where f
i
w is defined for all i.
Hence, we have the positive linear functional defined by λw(f
i) := f iw, which
can be extended by continuity to a positive linear functional on the space
C(M), which is thus associated to a Borel measure λw, and by construction
wnν → λw.
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So, in many cases, identifying a µ-boundary consists in looking for a com-
pact metrizable space upon which G acts by homeomorphisms, and checking
if the limit of the last theorem is indeed a point measure. An example where
we find ourselves in this situation is that of a hyperbolic group acting on
its Gromov boundary, and was studied by Kaimonovich in [Kai97], where
he proves not only that the Gromov boundary is a µ-boundary, but that
it is maximal as a measure space (that is, the Gromov boundary with the
corresponding stationary measure is a model for the Poisson boundary).
Once determined a µ-boundary, there are some methods for proving that
the boundary is maximal. In particular, we remark a method developed by
Kaimonovich in [Kai00][Theorem 6.4], where he uses methods based on the
entropies of the conditional random walks. The entropy of a measure µ is
defined by H(µ) =
∑
g∈G µ(g) log µ(g), and µ is said to have finite entropy
if H(µ) <∞.
Theorem 2.11 (Strip Criterion). Let G be a group acting by isometries on
some metric space X, let µ be a probability measure with finite entropy on G,
with associated inverse measure µ˜(g) := µ(g−1), and let (B+, ν), (B−, ν˜) be
µ- and µ˜-boundaries, respectively. If there exists a measurable G-equivariant
map S assigning to (ν × ν˜)-almost every pair of points (α, β) ∈ (B+, B−) a
non-empty ”strip” S(α, β) ⊂ G, such that, for x0 ∈ X,
1
r
log |S(α, β)x0 ∩B(x0, r)| → 0 a.s. for r →∞,
then (B+, ν) and (B−, ν˜) are the Poisson boundaries of the random walks
(G,µ) and (G, µ˜) respectively.
Using this theorem, and assuming that the measure µ has finite logar-
ithmic moment (that is,
∑
g∈G µ(g)| log(d(x, gx))| <∞), Maher and Tiozzo
prove in [MT18] the following theorem, where they determine the Poisson
boundary for wide variety of groups.
Theorem 2.12. Let G be a countable group which acts by isometries on
a hyperbolic metric space (X, d), and let µ be a non-elementary probability
measure on G with finite logarithmic moment and finite entropy. Suppose
that there exists at least one WPD element h in the semigroup generated by
the support of µ. Then the Gromov boundary of X with the hitting measure
is a model for the Poisson boundary of the random walk (G,µ).
Just as it happens with hyperbolic spaces, the Gromov boundary, to-
gether with a stationary measure, is a model for the Poisson boundary. The
proof, however, is more complicated, as the Gromov boundary of a non-
proper space is not always compact. This result is an improvement of their
previous result, proven in [MT16], where they required the action to be
acylindrical.
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3 Convergence Groups
The notion of convergence group was originaly introduced by Gehring and
Martin in [GM87], where they axiomatize the dynamical properties of Klein-
ian groups acting on the Gromov Boundary of Hn. In particular, they give
the following definition:
Definition 3.1. Let G be a discrete countable group acting on a compact
metrizable space M . G is called a convergence group if for every infinite
sequence (gn) ⊂ G of distinct elements, there exists a subsequence (gnk)
and points a, b ∈M such that gnk |M\a converges to b locally uniformly, that
is, for every compact set K ⊂M \a, and every neighbourhood U of b, there
is N such that gnk(K) ⊂ U whenever nk > N .
The points a and b are respectively called the repelling and attracting
points of the subsequence (gnk). This property appears naturally when
dealing with groups acting on hyperbolic spaces. Indeed, Bowditch proves
in [Bow99] the following result.
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a group acting by isometries and properly dis-
continuously on a proper hyperbolic space X. Then, G acts as a convergence
group on the Gromov boundary ∂X. In particular, all hyperbolic groups are
convergence groups.
Proof. We provide here a more direct approach to the proof. Consider the
sequence (gi)i∈N ⊂ G. Since G acts properly discontinuously, given x ∈ X,
the sequence gix is unbounded. Furthermore, since X is proper, X ∪ ∂X is
compact, so there exists a subsequence gikx converging to b, which belongs
on ∂X since the sequence is unbounded. Doing the same reasoning, we
can take a further subsequence gikj , which we relabel gi, such that g
−i
i x
converges to some a ∈ ∂X.
Consider now a compact K ⊂ ∂X \ a. Since K is compact and does not
contain a, there exists an R > 0 such that for all λ ∈ K, (a ·λ)x ≤ R. Since
g−1x converges to a, (a ·g−1i x)x >> R for all i ≥ i0. We have, by the inverse
triangle inequality,
R ≥ (a · λ)x ≥ min((a · g
−1
i x)x, (g
−1
i x · λ)x) +O(δ) = (g
−1
i x · λ)x +O(δ).
Hence, the projection of x in the geodesic [g−1i x, λ] is closer than R+O(δ)
to x, and hence so is the projection of g−1i x into [x, λ]. Since G acts by
isometries, we have that the projection of x in the geodesic [gix, giλ] is
R+ O(δ) close to gix, so (gix · giλ)x ≥ d(x, gix)−R +O(δ), which goes to
infinity, since gix is unbounded. Furthermore, (b·giλ)x ≥ min((b·gix)x, (gix·
giλ)x) + O(δ), so since the two possible values go to infinity, (b · giλ)x goes
to infinity. Since this lower bound on (b · giλ)x is independent of λ ∈ K,
we get for every neighbourhood U around b, an i0 such that giK ⊂ U for
i ≥ i0.
Thorough this section, G will represent a fixed group acting on a fixed
metrizable space M as a convergence group. Adapting the definition for
hyperbolic spaces, we say G is non-elementary if there is no invariant subset
of M consisting of at most 2 points. Assume that N ⊂ M is a proper
invariant closed set; then it is immediate to see that G also acts on N as
a convergence action. Furthermore, if we have a decreasing chain of proper
invariant closed sets M ⊃ N0 ⊃ N1 ⊃ . . ., then G also acts as a convergence
group on N :=
⋂
i∈NNi. N has at least 3 points (and hence infinitely many),
since the action is non-elementary, and the action of G on N is minimal,
meaning that N has no proper closed invariant set. Therefore, we will also
assume that the action is minimal, since we can always take a subset of M
where that is satisfied.
Given a probability measure µ on G we have, by theorem 2.9, that there
exists a µ-stationary measure on M . Besides some standard methods, the
definition of convergence group implies almost directly the following result.
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a group acting as a convergence group, min-
imally and non-elementary on a compact metric space M , then, given a
measure µ on G such that supp(µ) generates G, and a µ-stationary measure
ν on M , (M,ν) is a µ-boundary of G.
Proof. We are in the situation of theorem 2.10, so the only thing we have
to check is that for almost every w ∈ Ω the limit λw = limn→∞wnν is a
point measure. To do so, we first prove that ν is non-atomic (which in this
case is equivalent to showing that there is no point p ∈ M with ν(p) > 0).
Assume ν has atoms, then there is an atom of maximal weight, as an infinite
sequence of atoms (bn)n of increasing weights has total measure greater than
one. Let m be the maximal weight of any atom, and let Am be the collection
of atoms of weight m, which is a finite set. As ν is µ-stationary, if b ∈ Am,
then
ν(b) =
∑
g∈G
µ(g)ν(g−1b).
As no atom has weight greater than m and suppµ generates G, all elements
of the orbit of b under G must have the same weight m, so Am is a finite
G-invariant set, which contradicts the minimality hypothesis.
The next thing we want to do is to apply the convergence property to
the sequence (wn), but to do that we first have to check that the sequence
has infinitely many different elements. To see this consider k such that the
distribution of the k-th step has a support of at least m elements (that
is, | supp(µk)| ≥ m). Then, the probability that a path touches less than
m elements is smaller than the probability of the subpath wnk touching
less than m elements, but if the path has less than m elements, then the
probability of touching a new one on the next step is positive and bounded
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from below, that is,
P
[
w(n+1)k 6= wik for all i ≤ n
∣∣|{wik, i ≤ n}| ≤ m] ≥
≥ inf
A⊂G,|A|<m
P
[
w−1nkw(n+1)k /∈ A
]
= inf
A⊂G,|A|<m
∑
g /∈A
µk(g) = p > 0,
where on the last step we use that all of the support of µk can not be
covered with a set with less than m elements. Using repeatedly the formula
of conditional probability,
P [|{wik, i ≤ n}| ≤ m] =
= P
[
|{wik, i ≤ n}| ≤ m
∣∣|{wik, i ≤ n− 1}| ≤ m]P [|{wik, i ≤ n− 1}| ≤ m] ≤
≤ (1− p)P [|{wik, i ≤ n− 1}| ≤ m] ≤ (1− p)
n.
So, the probability that the path touches less than m states before time nk
goes to 0 as n goes to infinity, and hence (wn) touches infinitely many points
almost surely.
Therefore, we can apply the definition of convergence action, that is,
the sequence wn has almost surely a convergent subsequence wnk , with at-
tracting point b and repelling point a. We will have wnν → δp if for every
continuous function f on M ,
∫
x∈M f(x)wnν →
∫
x∈M f(x)δp = f(p). Con-
sider a neighbourhood U of b such that |f(x)− f(b)| < ǫ for all x ∈ U , and
a neighbourhood V around a such that ν(V ) ≤ ǫ (we can take such an open
set since ν is non-atomic and, since it is Borel and M is metrizable, ν is also
regular). By the convergence property, there exists k0 such that for k ≥ k0,
wnkM \ V ⊂ U , so∣∣∣∣
∫
x∈M
f(x)wnν − f(b)
∣∣∣∣ ≤
∫
x∈M
|f(x)−f(b)|wnν =
∫
x∈M
|f(wnx)−f(b)|ν =
=
∫
x∈M\V
|f(wnx)− f(b)|ν +
∫
x∈V
|f(wnx)− f(b)|ν ≤
≤ ν(M \ V ) sup
x∈U
|f(x)− f(b)|+ ν(V ) sup
x∈M
|f(x)− f(b)| ≤ ǫ+ ǫK.
Hence, wnkν converges to δb, so since the whole sequence wnν converges to
a measure, it must be the delta measure δb, and (M,ν) is a µ boundary.
3.1 Kleinian groups and the space of distinct triples
A Kleinian group is a discrete subgroup of Mo¨bius transformations of the
n-sphere Sn. The action can be extended to act on the (n + 1)-ball Bn+1,
and the ball can be equipped with an hyperbolic metric dH such that the
extension of the Mo¨bius transformations act by isometries. Hence, Klein-
ian groups are discrete groups acting by isometries on the hyperbolic space
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(Bn+1, dH). Since the extension is always properly discontinuous, by pro-
position 3.2 Kleinian groups act as convergence groups on ∂Bn+1 = Sn.
In this case, where M = Sn is the Gromov boundary of some hyperbolic
space, we can define a kind of projection from the space of distinct triples
T := {(a, b, c) ∈M3|a 6= b 6= c 6= a}
into M by p(a, b, c) := z, where z is the projection of the boundary point
c on the unique geodesic between a and b. Endowing T with the induced
topology, we have that the induced action by G, g(a, b, c) = (ga, gb, gc) is
a continuous action. It is easy to see that p commutes with G, that the
preimage of a point is compact, and that given two points in Bn+1, their
preimages by p are homeomorphic. Therefore, in the case of Kleinian groups,
T can be seen as a bigger version of Bn+1. As Tukia points out in [Tuk98], T
works as a rough equivalent to the hyperbolic space for convergence groups.
For example, Bowditch shows in [Bow99][Lemma 1.1] that the action of G on
M is a convergence action if and only if the induced action on T is properly
discontinuous, bearing some similarity to proposition 3.2. To add M into
the analogy in the same way that Tukia does, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let (xn) ⊂ B
n+1 be a sequence with xn → λ ∈ ∂B
n+1 = Sn.
Then, given a neighbourhood U of λ on Sn, there exists n0 such that for all
n ≥ n0, every member of p
−1(xn) has at least two components inside U .
Proof. Fix x ∈ Bn+1 and consider R > 0 such that the neighbourhood λ
on B
n+1
, U(λ, r) := {y ∈ B
n+1
|(λ, y)x > R} has U(λ,R) ∩ S
n ⊂ U . Since
xn → λ, given C > 0, there exists n0 such that xn ⊂ U(λ,R + C) for all
n ≥ n0. Fix then n ≥ n0 and (a, b, c) ∈ p
−1(xn). Consider the Gromov
products (λ · a)x, (λ · b)x and (λ · c)x. If none of them is smaller than R, we
are done. Assume (λ · c)x to be the smallest, and that it is smaller than R.
We have (λ · c)x ≥ min((c · xn)x, (xn · λ)x), so
d(x, [c, xn]) = (c · xn)x +O(δ) ≤ (λ · c)x +O(δ) ≤ R+O(δ).
Given any y ∈ [a, b], the projection of y in the geodesic [c, xn] is xn. Since
(xn · λ)x ≥ R + C, d(x, xn) ≥ R + C, so if px is the projection of x in
[c, xn],d(px, xn) ≥ d(x, xn)− d(x, px) ≥ C. Taking C big enough so propos-
ition 2.6 applies, we get d(x, y) ≥ R+C+O(δ). Hence, (a ·xn)x, (xn · b)x ≥
R + C + O(δ). Finally, (a · λ)x ≥ min((a · xn)x, (xn · λ)x ≥ R + C + O(δ),
so a ∈ U , and repeating for b, b ∈ U . If (c · λ)x is not the smallest, we can
use that p(b, c, a) and p(c, a, b) are at a bounded distance from p(a, b, c), and
take C a little bigger.
This lemma shows how the notion of convergence to the boundary on
B
n+1
can be translated to T∪M via neighbourhoods defined in the following
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way: Given U ⊂M an open set, we define the associated set on T ∪M by
U˜ = {x ∈ T |x has at least two components in U} ∪ U.
Adding to these sets the open sets of T we get a family of sets B such
that
⋃
U∈B U = T ∪ M (that is, the elements of B cover T ∪ M) and,
for U1, U2 ∈ B, and x ∈ U1 ∩ U2 we get an element U3 ∈ B such that
x ∈ U3 ⊂ U1 ∩ U2. To see this last claim, if x ∈ T , we can consider
U1 ∩ U2 ∩ T , which is open in the topology of T ; if x ∈M , we can consider
V = U1 ∩ U2 ∩M , which is open in the topology of M , and the extension
V˜ , which is in B, and contained in U1 ∩ U2. Therefore, we have the base of
a unique topology on T ∪M . From lemma 3.4, if xn → λ ∈ S
n on B
n+1
,
then any sequence of preimages x˜n ∈ p
−1(xn) will also converge to the same
λ ∈M = Sn on T ∪M , and if (y˜n) converges to λ on T ∪S
n, then (p(y˜n)) will
be O(δ) close to a geodesic with two endpoints that converge to λ, so it also
converges to λ on B
n+1
. Therefore, just as T can be regarded as a rough
equivalent of the hyperbolic space, M can be seen as a rough equivalent of
its Gromov boundary, and this way of pasting them together works as an
equivalent of Gromov’s topology.
We can then consider the random walk on the space T , and we get the
following.
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a group acting non elementary, minimally and
as a convergence group on a compact metrizable space M , and let µ be a
probability measure on G such that its support generates G. Then, given
x ∈ T , the sample paths (wnx) of the associated random walk converge
almost surely to M .
Proof. By proposition 3.3, if ν is a µ-stationary Borel probability measure
on M , wnν converges to δp(w) for some p(w) ∈ M almost surely. Assume
we have w ∈ Ω such that wnν converges to δp but wnx does not converge
to p. Then, there exists a neighbourhood U of p in M such that, wnkx /∈ U˜
for infinitely many nk. We have wnkν → δp, so if (wnk) has finitely many
elements, there exists some s such that wnsν = δp, so ν = δwnsp, which
can not be, as ν is non atomic (as seen in the proof of 3.3). Hence, (wnk)
has infinitely many elements, and we may take a convergent subsequence,
relabeled (wi). The attracting point p
′ of wi can not be p, since then, taking
a neighbourhood V around the repelling point small enough so it does not
contain at least two components of x (that is, such that x /∈ V˜ ), we have
by the definition of convergence action, that there exists i0 such that, for
i > i0, wi(M \ V ) ⊂ U , and hence wix ∈ U˜ . Therefore, as done in the
proof of 3.3, we can show that wiν converges to δp′(6= δp), and we have a
contradiction.
From this, we can deduce that any Borel µ-stationary probability meas-
ure ν is actually the hitting measure, and hence, that ν is unique.
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Proposition 3.6. Let G be a group acting non elementary, minimally and
as a convergence group on a compact metrizable space M , and µ a probability
measure on G such that its support generates G. Then there is a unique µ-
stationary Borel probability measure ν on M (which is the hitting measure
of the associated random walk on T ∪M).
Proof. Let ν be a Borel µ-stationary probability measure on M , and let
A ⊂M . Then, gν(A) is a µ-harmonic bounded function on G, since gν(A) =∑
h∈G µ(h)ghν(A). Furthermore, denoting π(w) := limn→∞wnx, since wnν
converges to δpi(w) in the weak* topology we have that, if A is open, then
lim inf wnν(A) ≥ δpi(w)(A) = 1A(π(w)), and if A is closed, lim supwnν(A) ≤
1A(π(w)) (see [VO16][Chapter 2]). Hence, since wnν(A) is a martingale, we
have, for U ⊂M open,
ν(U) = E[wnν(U)] = lim
n→∞
E[wnν(U)] = E[ lim
n→∞
wnν(U)] ≥
≥ E[1U (π(w))] = P[π(w) ∈ U ],
where we used dominated convergence (as wnν(A) is bounded) to put the
limit inside. Similarly, for K ⊂M closed,
ν(K) ≤ P[π(w) ∈ K].
Furthermore, since ν is Borel and M metrizable, ν is regular, and since M
is compact, K is compact. Therefore, ν(K) = inf{ν(U);K ⊂ U,U open}.
Hence,
P[π(w) ∈ K] ≥ ν(K) = inf{ν(U);K ⊂ U,U open} ≥
≥ inf{P[wn → U ;K ⊂ U ]} ≥ P[π(w) ∈ K],
So for every closed set we have ν(K) = P[wn → K]. That is, the measure of
the closed sets is equal for all the Borel µ-stationary probability measures on
M . As ν is regular, the measures of the closed sets defines the measures of
the other sets (as ν(A) = sup{ν(K);K ⊂ A,K closed}), so ν is unique. Fur-
thermore, the stable measure is the hitting measure, which, as we conclude,
does not depend on the basepoint x ∈ T of the random walk.
3.2 The metric of the space of triples
As Bin Sun shows in [Sun16], the analogy from the last section can be taken
a step further, by actually endowing T with an hyperbolic path quasimetric
ρ, in such a way that G acts by isometries in (T, ρ). To define the quasimetric
we first have to introduce some concepts:
Definition 3.7. An annulus, A, is an ordered pair, (A−, A+), of disjoint
closed subsets of M such that M \ (A− ∪ A+) 6= ∅. A set of annuli A is an
annulus system, and it is symmetric if A ∈ A implies −A := (A+, A−) ∈ A.
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For an annulus A and g ∈ G, we write gA for the annulus (gA−, gA+).
Given a subset K ⊂ M , we define the relations K < A if K ⊂ intA−,
and A < K if K ⊂ intA+. If B is another annulus, we write A < B if
intA+ ∪ intB− =M . Since B+ ⊂ (B−)c, this implies A+ ⊃ B+ and, in the
same way, A− ⊂ B−.
For an annulus system, A on M , and K,L ⊂M , we define (K|L) = n ∈
{0, 1, . . . ,∞}, where n is the maximal number of annuli Ai in A such that
we can build the chain K < A1 < A2 < . . . < An < L. This gives us two
sequences of inclusions, K ⊂ A−1 ⊂ A
−
2 . . . ⊂ A
−
n ⊂ L
c and Kc ⊃ A+1 ⊃
. . . ⊃ A+n ⊃ L. For finite sets we drop the braces and write (a, b|c, d) to
mean ({a, b}|{c, d}). With all of this, we can define the function which will
give us the quasimetric:
Definition 3.8. Given an annulus system A on M . Define the function
ρ : T 2 → [0,∞] by
ρ((x1, x2, x3), (y1, y2, y3)) := max((xi, xj |yk, yl) : i 6= j, k 6= l).
In [Bow98] it is shown that, if the annulus system is G-invariant and
symmetric, and such that A/G is finite, then the previous function takes
values in [0,∞) and is a G-invariant hyperbolic path quasimetric. By con-
sidering the geometric realization of the graph obtained by considering the
points of T as vertices, and joining them by edges whenever their ρ distances
are smaller than s + 1, Bin Sun obtains an hyperbolic metric space (S, ρ′),
upon which the induced action by G is an isometric action, and the inclusion
T →֒ S is a G-equivariant quasi-isometry.
The remaining step is to choose a convenient annulus system. The fol-
lowing result, found in [Tuk94], will play an important role on that.
Theorem 3.9. If G is a non-elementary convergence group, then there is
an element g ∈ G such that g fixes two distinct points a, b and that gn|M\a
converges to b locally uniformly as n→∞.
Consider such g, and two closed sets A−, A+ such that A− ∩ A+ = ∅
and a ∈ intA−, b ∈ intA+. Consider the annulus A := {A−, A+}, and the
annulus system generated by A,
A := {g(±A)|g ∈ G}.
Then, A is symmetric, and A/G is finite. Bin Sun proves that there exists
some N such that h := gN is a loxodromic element. He also sees that h is a
WPD element. In [Tuk94] it is also shown that non elementary convergence
groups can not be virtually cyclic, so, applying the following theorem from
Osin [Osi16], Sun proves that G is acylindrically hyperbolic.
Theorem 3.10. A group G acting isometrically on a Gromov hyperbolic
space S is acylindrically hyperbolic if and only if G is not virtually cyclic
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and there is at least one element of G which is loxodromic and satisfies the
weak proper discontinuity condition.
We do not have from this theorem, however, that the action of G on S
is acylindrical, as the proof of the theorem is based on building another hy-
perbolic space, which may be not quasi-isometric to the original space, upon
which the action is acylindrical (and non elementary). We have, however,
that the action of G on S has a WPD element, so we can apply theorem
2.12.
3.3 The Gromov boundary of (T, ρ)
We have now two possible boundaries for T , the one given by the Gromov
boundary for the quasi-metric ρ, T ∪ ∂T , and the one given by Tukia’s
topology, T ∪M . In this section we will determine what relation do these
two boundaries have.
We relate the two boundaries by using sequences of T converging to
points in the boundaries. In particular, we first see that given a sequence
(xn) ⊂ T such that xn → λ ∈ ∂T , then there exists a p ∈ M , which only
depends on λ, such that xn → p. This gives us an application φ : ∂T →M ,
which actually is G-equivariant and continuous. It is not possible to repeat
the process in the other direction, as some sequences converging to some
points in M might be bounded in (T, ρ) (and hence not converging to any
point in ∂T ). However, we are able to create an inverse restricted to the
points ofM where such sequences do not exist, which is also continuous, and
hence we get an homeomorphism between such subset and the corresponding
subset of ∂T .
Before starting to build φ, we prove a lemma that we use in many occa-
sions:
Lemma 3.11. Let G be a convergence group acting on M . Also, let A−, A+
be two non intersecting closed sets, and B1, C1, B2, C2 ⊂M , such that Bi, Ci
have separating neighbourhoods (i.e., there exists open sets such that Bi ⊂ Vi,
Ci ⊂ Ui, clVi ∩ clUi = ∅), then
|{g ∈ G|gA− ∩B1, gA
− ∩ C1, gA
+ ∩B2, gA
+ ∩ C2 6= ∅}| <∞.
Proof. Assume we have (gn)n∈N (with gi 6= gj for i 6= j) on that set. Then,
by the convergence property, we can take a convergent subsequence (gnk).
Since gnkA
− intersects B1 and C1, the repelling point has to be in A
−,
since if that weren’t true, we could choose an open W around the repelling
point, not intersecting A−, and k0 big enough such that gnk0 (M −W ) ⊂ O,
where O is an arbitrary open set around the attracting point. Therefore
gnk0A
− ⊂ O, so taking an open set small enough such that O ∩ V1 = ∅ or
O ∩ U1 = ∅ (which we can do, since the closures don’t intersect) we get a
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contradiction to the definition of the set. Doing the same reasoning for i = 2
we get that the repelling point also has to be in A+, which is not possible
since A− ∩A+ = ∅.
The main application we will have of the previous lemma goes as follows:
if A = {g(±A)|g ∈ G} is the annulus system used to generate the quasimet-
ric ρ, where A = (A−, A+) is the generating annulus, we have, keeping the
notation from the previous lemma,
|{Aj ∈ A|A
−
j ∩B1, A
−
j ∩ C1, A
+
j ∩B2, A
+
j ∩ C2 6= ∅}| ≤
≤ |{g ∈ G|gA− ∩B1, gA
− ∩ C1, gA
+ ∩B2, gA
+ ∩ C2 6= ∅}|+
|{g ∈ G|gA+ ∩B1, gA
+ ∩ C1, gA
− ∩B2, gA
− ∩C2 6= ∅}}| <∞.
3.3.1 One direction, from ∂T to M
Given λ ∈ ∂T , take any sequence (an) = ((a
1
n, a
2
n, a
3
n)) such that (an) ∼ λ.
Since each component of the sequence is in the compact space M , we can
take a subsequence, relabeled an, such that a
1
n → a
1, a2n → a
2 and a3n → a
3.
If (a1, a2, a3) ∈ T , given x ∈ T , ρ(x, an) is bounded. To see this, denote
x = (x1, x2, x3). Consider neighbourhoods V1, V2 of a
1 and a2 respectively,
with disjoint closures. Then, by 3.11,
|{Aj ∈ A|{x
1, x2} ⊂ A−j , A
+
j ∩ V1, A
+
j ∩ V2 6= ∅}| ≤ K <∞.
Hence, taking n0 such that, for n ≥ n0, a
1
n ∈ V1 and a
2
n ∈ V2, we have
(x1, x2|a1n, a
2
n) ≤ K. Repeating the reasoning for all possible combinations,
we get that, for n ≥ n′0, ρ(x, an) ≤ K
′.
Therefore, at least two components will converge to the same point p.
We will define the function as φ(λ) := p, so we have to see that p does not
depend on the sequence (an) (or the convergent subsequence).
Lemma 3.12. Given λ ∈ ∂T and a representing sequence (an)n∈N = ((a
1
n, a
2
n, a
3
n))n∈N ⊂
T such that two elements converge to p, then every other (bn) ⊂ T conver-
ging to λ with Gromov topology, converges to p with Tukia’s topology. In
particular, φ(λ) is well defined.
Proof. Assume the lemma is false, i.e., that there exists (bn) = (b
1
n, b
2
n, b
3
n)
with (an · bn)x → ∞ for some x ∈ T , but (bn) does not converge to p.
By definition of the topology, given an open set V around p there exists a
subsequence of (bn) (which we relabel as (bn)) such that there are always
two components outside that open set. Hence, by compacity, we can take
again a converging subsequence of (bn) (relabeled again (bn)) such that two
components converge to points outside V , and since ρ(x, bn) → ∞, we can
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assume they converge to the same point p′ 6= p. Fixing x = (p, t, p′), let’s
compute the Gromov product
2(an · bn)x = ρ(an, x) + ρ(x, bn)− ρ(an, bn).
Assume, reordering the components if necessary, that the first two compon-
ents of an and bn are the ones that converge to p and p
′ respectively. If the
third component of (an) converges to α 6= p, then by lemma 3.11, taking as
sets separated open set around p and α, and any possible combinations of
points of x, we get that max((ain, a
3
n|v,w) : v,w ∈ {p, t, p
′}, i ∈ {1, 2}) < C.
Since ρ(an, x)→∞, we have ρ(an, x) = max((a
1
n, a
2
n|v,w) : v,w ∈ {p, t, p
′})
for n greater than some n0. If a
3
n → p, we can reorder the components of each
an such that the distance to x is always max((a
1
n, a
2
n|v,w) : v,w ∈ {p, t, p
′}).
Consider now Vo, Vi neighbourhoods of p not containing p
′ nor t in their
closures, and such that clVi ⊂ Vo. By lemma 3.11,
|{Aj ∈ A|{p, t} ⊂ A
−
j , A
+
j ∩ Vi 6= ∅, A
+
j ∩ V
c
o 6= ∅}| ≤ K1. (3)
Assume (p, t|a1n, a
2
n) = r ≥ K1 + 2. Then we have sequence
{p, t} < A1 < . . . < Ar < {a
1
n, a
2
n}.
We will show now that A+K1+1 is contained in Vo. To see this, we recall that
the definition of the relation between annulus implies A+i ⊃ A
+
i+1, so if A
+
i
is contained on V0 for i ≤ K1 are done. Assume A
+
i is not contained in Vo
for all i ≤ K1, that is, A
+
i ∩ V
c
o 6= ∅ for all i ≤ K1. We also have, not just
for i ≤ K1 but for all i ≤ r, that A
+
i intersects Vi, since a
1
n ∈ Vi, and A
−
i
contains p and t. Hence, by (3), A+K1+1 can not intersect V
c
o (since there
are no more annulus intersecting it, while having {p, t} < Ak < {a
1
n}). By
definition of the relation, A−K1+2 contains V
c
o , so we will have the chain
{p′, t} < AK1+2 < . . . < Ar < {a
1
n, a
2
n},
and therefore, (a1n, a
2
n|p, t) ≤ (a
1
n, a
2
n|t, p
′)+K1+2. With the same reasoning,
(a1n, a
2
n|p, p
′) ≤ (a1n, a
2
n|t, p
′)+K1+2, and in total we have, for n big enough,
ρ(an, x) ≤ (a
1
n, a
2
n|t, p
′) +K1 + 2. Doing the same reasoning for bn we get,
for n big enough,
2(an, bn)x0 ≤ (a
1
n, a
2
n|t, p
′) + (p, t|b1n, b
2
n)− ρ(an, bn) +K1 +K2 + 4.
To bound from below the remaining term we just have to build a chain
separating the two pairs of elements. Consider (a1n, a
2
n|b
1
n, b
2
n), and consider
V ′i , V
′
o neighbourhoods of p
′, such that clV ′i ⊂ V
′
o , clVo ∩ clV
′
o = ∅, and t
is not contained in the closure of any. If (a1n, a
2
n) = r we have the sequence
{a1n, a
2
n} < A
a
1 < . . . < A
a
r < {t, p
′}, and hence, doing the same reasoning as
before
{a1n, a
2
n} < A
a
1 < . . . < A
a
r−K3−2 < V
c
o .
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If (p, t|b1n, b
2
n) = s, for the sequence {p, t} < A
b
1 < . . . < A
b
s < {b
1
n, b
2
n}, we
will have
(V ′o)
c < AbK4+2 < . . . < A
b
s < {b
1
n, b
2
n}.
Therefore, since Vo ⊂ (V
′
o)
c and V co ⊃ V
′
o , we can concatenate both sequences
and we get
{a1n, a
2
n} < A
a
1 < . . . < A
a
r−K3−2 < A
b
K4+2 < . . . < A
b
s < {b
1
n, b
2
n}.
Hence, taking the sequences associated to (a1n, a
2
n|t, p
′) and (p, t|b1n, b
2
n), we
get (a1n, a
2
n|b
1
n, b
2
n) ≥ (a
1
n, a
2
n|t, p
′) + (p, t|b1n, b
2
n)−K3 −K4 − 4, so, finally,
2(an · bn)x ≤ K1 +K2 +K3 +K4 + 8.
So, since the bound does not depend on n, we have, by the inverse triangle
inequality, (an · bn)x ≥ min((an ·λ)x, (λ · bn)x)+O(r), so since (an ·λ)x goes
to infinity, (λ · bn)x ≤ (an · bn)x +O(r) ≤ K +O(r), and hence bn does not
converge to λ.
Since φ has been defined by using the convergence of the sequence we
can get the following.
Lemma 3.13. The map φ is G-equivariant and continuous.
Proof. Since G respects the convergences to the boundaries on T ∪ ∂T and
T ∪M , we get that φ is G-equivariant. That is, if xn → λ ∈ ∂T , then
gxn → gλ ∈ ∂T , and if xn → p ∈M , gxn → gp ∈M , so φ(gλ) = gφ(λ).
To see the continuity, take λn → λ, and assume φ(λn) does not converge
to p := φ(λ). Since (φ(λn)) is contained on a compact, we can take a
convergent subsequence (relabeled (φ(λn))), converging to some p
′ 6= p.
Consider sequences (anm)m associated to each λn, and a sequence (bm)m
associated to λ. The same reasoning as in in the last part of the proof of
3.12 can be repeated for each pair of sequences (anm)m and (bm)m. Since
φ(λn) converges to p
′ 6= φ(λ), we can take Vi(n), Vo(n), V
′
i (n) and V
′
o(n) to
be fixed neighbourhoods of the fixed points p and p′ respectively, such that
clVi ⊂ Vo, clV
′
i ⊂ V
′
o and clVo ∩ clV
′
i = ∅. In this way, the proof can be
repeated, but the bound we get is fixed, as it only depends on the obtained
constants, which only depend on our choices of open sets. Hence, given n
big enough (i.e., such that φ(λn) ∈ Vi) there exists m(n) big enough such
that for all m ≥ m(n), (anm · bm)x ≤ K, so (a
n
m · λ)x ≤ K + O(δ) which
by the definition of the topology of the Gromov boundary, contradicts the
hypothesis λn → λ.
3.3.2 Finite boundary points
As we explained, we would like to be able to do the same for going from M
to ∂T . That is, given p ∈ M , take any sequence (xn) ⊂ T with xn → p,
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and see that in T ∪ ∂T , xn → λ ∈ ∂T . However, there may be problematic
points for which ρ(x0, xn) can be bounded. In concrete, we give the following
definition.
Definition 3.14. Let p ∈M , and ρ a quasimetric on T created in the way
Sun explains. We say that p is a finite boundary point if there exists a
sequence (xn) ⊂ T and a number R < ∞ such that xn → p with Tukia’s
topology, and ρ(x0, xn) ≤ R.
It is immediate to check, using the triangle inequality, that the notion
of finite boundary point does not depend on the basepoint x0. It might,
however, depend on the choice of quasimetric, that is, on the annulus we
chose to define it. The set of all finite boundary points will be called finite
boundary and will be denoted MF . If a point is not a finite boundary point,
we will call it infinite boundary point, and the set of all infinite boundary
points will be denoted M∞(=M
c
F ).
To see that MF is not empty in some cases, we recall a classical defin-
ition of the context of Kleinian groups, which can be easily generalized for
convergence groups.
Definition 3.15. Let p ∈M . We say that p is a conical limit point if there
exists a, b ∈ M different, and a sequence (gn) ⊂ G such that gnp converges
to a but gnx converges to b for all x 6= p.
On the context uniformly convergence group (or, in particular, Kleinian
groups) Tukia shows that parabolic fixed points (that is, points fixed by
some parabolic element) are exactly the non conical limit points. We will
show that non conical limit points are finite boundary points, and hence
that MF might not be empty.
First we introduce a sufficient condition for being a finite boundary point
(which is actually an equivalent condition, as we see in 4.3).
Lemma 3.16. Let p ∈ M . If there are two points a, b ∈ M \ p and R > 0
such that for all t, (a, b|t, p) ≤ R (equivalently, (a, b|p) ≤ R), then p ∈MF .
Proof. To prove this we fix x = (a, b, p), we need to find (xn) ⊂ T such
that xn → p, and ρ(x, xn) ≤ K. We take as candidate xn = (a, tn, p),
where tn → p. We have ρ(x, xn) = max{(a, b|tn, p), (b, p|a, tn)}, and by
hypothesis, (a, b|tn, p) is bounded, so the only possibility of p being in the
infinite boundary is (b, p|a, tn)→∞. Assume it happens, and take tkl such
that (b, p|a, tkl) ≥ l. We have the chain
{b, p} < A1,l < . . . < Al,l < {a, tkl}.
Consider V around p, separated from a, and such that tkl ⊂ V for l ≥ l0.
By lemma 3.11, there exists K <∞ such that
|{Ai ∈ A|{b, p} ⊂ A
−
i , a ⊂ A
+
i , V ∩ gA
+
i 6= ∅}| ≤ K.
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So taking l ≥ max(l0,K + 1) we get a contradiction.
If (a, b|p) ≤ R, then (a, b|t, p) ≤ R, since every chain of annulus between
{a, b} and {t, p} is also a chain between {a, b} and {p}. If (a, b|t, p) ≤ R,
then (a, b|p) ≤ R, since if we had (a, b|p) ≥ R+ 1, we would have the chain
{a, b} < A1 < . . . < AR+1 < p,
so we could take tR+1 ∈ intAR+1, and we would have, using the same chain,
(a, b|tR+1, p) ≥ R+ 1.
Proposition 3.17. Let p /∈ MF . Then, there exists a sequence (gk) ⊂ G
such that gkp → c ∈ A
±, and gkx → b ∈ A
∓ for all x 6= p. In particular, p
is a conical limit point.
Proof. Since p /∈MF , for any a, b ∈M \ p, (a, b|p) is unbounded, that is, we
can build arbitrary long chains of the form
{a, b} < A1 < . . . < A2R < {p},
and then we can take subchains such that
{a, b} < g1(−1)
e(R)A < . . . < gR(−1)
e(R)A < {p},
that is, such that e(R) is the same for all the chain. Assume that as R→∞,
e(R) = 2 infinitely many times. Then, we have infinitely many h ∈ G such
that {a, b} ⊂ hA− and p ∈ hA+. Taking a convergent subsequence (hi),
by the reasoning in 3.11, the repelling point is in A−. Also, p ∈ hiA
+, so
h−1i p ∈ A
+. Since M is compact, we can take a subsequence such that h−1ik p
converges, and since A+ is closed, converges to a point in A+. Also, since the
repelling point of hik is in A
−, the proposition is satisfied with (gk) = (h
−1
ik
)
(since that will have as attracting point the previous repelling point (so it
will be in A−), but gkp converges to a point in A
+, and A+ ∩ A− = ∅).
If instead we had e(R) = 1 infinitely many times, we would have gotten
gkp→ c ∈ A
−, and gkx→ b ∈ A
+ for all x 6= p.
So, in particular, parabolic fixed points are finite boundary points, and
so MF is not empty in some cases.
3.3.3 Inverse, from M∞ to φ
−1(M∞)
We have a continuous G-invariant map from ∂T to M , which has been built
by observing that, given λ ∈ ∂T , any sequence converging to λ with Gro-
mov’s topology, converges to a fixed point φ(λ) ∈M with Tukia’s topology.
As we have seen, the same reasoning can not be used to build the inverse,
as some sequences converging to finite boundary points may be bounded
(and hence, not converge to ∂T with Gromov’s topology). Furthermore, the
Gromov boundary of a non proper space may not be compact, so it might
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not be possible to build a continuous inverse from all of M to ∂T . To solve
this, we simply forget about the problematic points, and build the inverse
from M∞ to φ
−1(M∞). Later we see that, under the stationary probability
measure, the mass of the set we are leaving out is 0, so we have equivalence
as G-measure spaces.
Given p ∈ M∞, we will associate a really particular kind of sequence
(xn) ⊂ T which converges to p in Tukia’s topology, and prove that, with
the Gromov topology, (xn) converges to some λ ∈ ∂T , only depending on
p. The associated sequence we choose is based on a construction found in
[Tuk98], where, given a biinfinite geodesic on the Kleinian space between
two boundary points a, b ∈ Sn, one considers a subset of the preimage to T ,
L(a, b) = {(a, b, t), t ∈M \ {a, b}}, denoted line (between a and b). On the
Kleinian example, we have that a line projects to a whole biinfinite geodesic.
For a general convergence group, we expect that lines have some similarities
with quasigeodesics in (T, ρ). In particular, if a and b are infinite boundary
points, the Gromov boundary of L(a, b) ⊂ T , ∂L(a, b) ⊂ ∂T , consists of two
points, and that if we fix a and move b, one of the two Gromov boundary
points does not change, effectively providing a well defined point in the
Gromov boundary associated to a.
With this in mind, given p ∈M∞ we consider any α 6= p and a sequence
tn → p. By lemma 3.16, since p is not a finite boundary point, the sequence
(α, tn, p) ⊂ T goes to infinity. If our reasoning from before is correct, this
will define a Gromov sequence (or at least contain a Gromov subsequence)
converging to some point in ∂T , which we will denote ψ(p). All the claims we
made in the previous paragraph can be deduced from the following lemma.
Lemma 3.18. The application ψ :M∞ → ∂T is well defined.
Proof. Fix x = (α, t0, p), and choose (tn) ⊂M with tn → p. Then denoting
xn = (α, tn, p), since p ∈ M∞ and xn → p, ρ(x, xn) → ∞. We have
ρ(x, xn) = max((p, t0|tn, α), (α, t0|tn, p)). Since tn → p 6= α, we can apply
lemma 3.11 to conclude (p, t0|tn, α) < K. Hence ρ(x0, xn) = (α, t0|tn, p) for
n big enough. Therefore, the Gromov product of the sequence (xn) results
in, for n,m big enough,
2(xn · xm)x = ρ(x, xn) + ρ(x, xm)− ρ(xn, xm) =
= (α, t0|tn, p) + (α, t0|tm, p)−max((α, tn|tm, p), (p, tn|tm, α).
To bound from above the last term we just have to use the same reasoning as
in the proof of lemma 3.12. Take Vo, Vi neighbourhoods of p, with clVi ⊂ Vo
and t0, α not in clVo. Then,
|{Ai ∈ A|α ∈ A
−
i , A
−
i ∩ Vi 6= ∅, A
+
i ∩ Vi 6= ∅, A
+
i 6⊂, Vo}| < K.
With this we get that, given n,m such that tn and tm are inside Vi, if
the distance ρ(xn, xm) is longer than K + 2, then all the chain except the
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first K + 2 elements will serve as a chain between α, t0 and tn, p. Hence,
ρ(xn, xm) ≤ ρ(xn, x) +K + 2, and we get
2(xn · xm)x ≥ ρ(x, xm)−K − 2.
which goes to infinity as n,m go to infinity. The same reasoning can
be applied to see that any other sequence with t′n → p will satisfy (xn ·
(α, t′m, p))x0 →∞.
The only remaining thing to check to see that the function is well defined
is seeing that it does not depend on α. We just have to see that a different
α displaces the tail of the sequence by a finite amount (which may depend
on α and β). I.e., that for n big enough,
ρ((α, tn, p), (β, tn, p)) = max((α, tn|β, p), (α, p|β, tn)) < C
which follows easily from applying lemma 3.11 in the same way as before,
choosing the neighbourhood of p, Vo such that clVo does not contain α nor
β.
The next thing we want to see is that this is actually the inverse of the
previous application, that is, all Gromov sequences converging to p ∈ M∞,
are actually similar (and hence related to the same λ ∈ ∂T ).
Lemma 3.19. The restricton of the function φ : ∂T →M to φ : φ−1(M∞)→
M∞) has an inverse, given by the function ψ described above.
Proof. It is easy to see from the definitions that φ(ψ(p)) = p, since ψ(p) =
((α, tn, p))n with tn → p, so for any open set V around p there will be n0
such that, for n ≥ n0, tn ∈ V .
We have to check ψ(φ(λ)) = λ. I.e., that given λ ∈ φ−1(p), where p is
not a finite boundary point, and a sequence (an) = ((xn, yn, zn))n ∼ λ, we
have ((xn, yn, zn))n ∼ ((α, tn, p))n.
The first step will be seeing ((xn, yn, zn))n ∼ ((α, yn, zn))n. We begin
fixing x = (α, t, p) and taking a subsequence of (an) such that the three
elements converge to some point. By lemma 3.18, at least two of these have
to converge to p, which we assume are the two last components. If the
first component converges to β 6= p, doing a similar reasoning as before we
have that the tails of the sequences (xn, yn, zn) and (α, yn, zn) are separated
by a finite distance, so we have the similarity between the sequences. If
xn → p, shuffling the components if necessary, we assume that the distance
from x is always achieved with the last two components (i.e., ρ(x, an) =
max((v,w|yn, zn) : v,w ∈ {α, t, p})). Evaluating the Gromov product,
2(an · (α, yn, zn))x = ρ(x, an) + ρ(x, (α, yn, zn))− ρ((xn, yn, zn), (αn, yn, zn)).
The last term is equal to max((xn, yn|α, zn), (xn, zn|α, yn)), so applying
lemma 3.11 as before, ρ((xn, yn, zn), (αn, yn, zn)) ≤ ρ(x, an) +K, and
2(an · (α, yn, zn))x,≥ ρ(x, (α, yn, zn))−K.
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Since we assumed the distance between x and an is achieved with the last
two components of an, ρ(x, (α, yn, zn)) ≥ ρ(x, an), the Gromov product goes
to infinity, and both sequences are similar.
The next step will be checking ((α, yn, zn))n ∼ ((α, yn, p))n. The Gromov
product is
2((α, yn, zn)·(α, yn, p))x = ρ(x, (α, yn, zn))+ρ(x, (α, yn, p))−ρ((α, yn, zn), (α, yn, p)).
The last term is
ρ((α, yn, zn), (α, yn, p)) = max((α, zn|yn, p), (yn, zn|α, p))
The second term is ρ((α, t, p), (α, yn, p)) = max((α, t|yn, p), (t, p|α, yn)). By
the same reasoning as before, (t, p|α, yn) < K, and since p is in the infinite
boundary, (α, t|yn, p)→∞ as yn → p. Using the usual reasoning, for n big
enough
ρ((α, t, p), (α, yn, p)) = (α, t|yn, p) ≥ (α, zn|yn, p)− C.
For the first term we have, by definition of the distance,
ρ(x, (α, yn, zn)) ≥ (yn, zn|α, p).
Adding the three inequalities we get
ρ((α, yn, zn), (α, yn, p)) ≤ max(ρ(x, (α, yn, p)), ρ(x, (α, yn, zn))) + C,
so we have
2((α, yn, zn) · (α, yn, p))x ≥ min(ρ(x, (α, yn, p)), ρ(x, (α, yn, zn)))− C,
which goes to infinity, since the p is an infinite boundary point (and the
first possible value goes to infinity) and we had chosen yn and zn such that
ρ(x, (α, yn, zn)) ≥ ρ(x, an)→∞.
Finally, by the proof of 3.12, for p on the infinite boundary all se-
quences of the form (α, tn, p) with tn → p are equivalent, so we have
(an) ∼ ((α, tn, p)), and hence ψ(φ(λ)) = λ.
The only thing we have to check now, to get an homeomorphism, is the
continuity of ψ, which follows from a reasoning similar to the one done in
the last part of the previous lemma.
Lemma 3.20. The function ψ :M∞ → ∂T is continuous.
Proof. Consider (pm) ⊂ M∞ converging to p ∈ M∞. We want to see if
λm = ψ(pm) converges, and if it converges to λ = ψ(p). Fix, as before,
x = (α, t, p), consider tn → p and the maximal sequences {α, t} < A1,n <
. . . Ak(n),n < {tn, p}, associated to (α, t|tn, p). For the last term of the
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sequence we have p ∈ intA+k(n),n, so we can take m(n) such that pm is inside
intA+k(n),n for all m ≥ m(n). Then, for all y ∈ intA
+
k(n),n we have {α, t} <
A1,n < . . . Ak(n),n < {y, pm}, so, ρ(x, (α, y, pm)), ρ(x, (α, y, p)) ≥ (α, t|tn, p).
Evaluating the Gromov product,
2((α, y, pm)·(α, y, p))x = ρ(x, (α, y, pm))+ρ(x, (α, y, p))−ρ((α, y, pm), (α, y, p)).
As before, the last term is
ρ((α, y, pm), (α, y, p)) = max((α, pm|y, p), (y, pm|α, p)).
The second term is ρ((α, t, p), (α, y, p)) = max((α, t|y, p), (t, p|α, y)). As
before, (t, p|α, y) < K, so we can take n big enough (modifying pm ac-
cordingly) such that ρ((α, t, p), (α, y, p)) = (α, t|y, p), which is greater than
(α, pm|y, p)−C. Again, by definition of the distance, the first term is ρ(x, (α, y, pm)) ≥
(y, pm|α, p). Coupling all together,
2((α, y, pm) · (α, y, p))x ≥ min(ρ(x, (α, y, pm)), ρ(x, (α, y, p))) − C ≥
≥ ρ(x, (α, tn, p))) −C.
Given L > 0, consider a neighbourhood V of p such that ((α, ti, p) ·
(α, tj , p))x ≥ L for all ti, tj ∈ V (if there is no such neighbourhood we
get a contradiction with the proof of lemma 3.12, since we could make a
sequence (tn) converging to p where (α, tn, p) doesn’t define a point on the
Gromov boundary). Take any tj ∈ V , and consider U := intA
+
k(j),j, and
m(j) as defined at the beginning of the proof. Take m ≥ m(j) big enough
so pm ∈ V ∩ U ,
For all points on tm, tp ∈ U ∩ V we have
((α, tm, pm) · (α, t
m, p))x ≥ L− C
and
((α, tm, p) · (α, tp, p))x ≥ L.
So, by the triangle inequality for the Gromov product,
((α, tm, pm) · (α, t
p, p))x ≥ L− C −O(r).
Therefore, for any L there exists m0 such that for m ≥ m0, if t
m
n → pm and
tpn → p, the Gromov products between elements of the tails of the associated
Gromov sequences (α, tmn , pm) and (α, t
p
n, p) is bigger than K − C − O(r).
Hence, given K there exists m such that for m ≥ m0, (λm · λ)x ≥ K, so
λm → λ.
In total, we have the following.
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Proposition 3.21. Let G be a group acting as a convergence group, min-
imally and non-elementary on a metric space M . Let (T, ρ) be the set of
distinct triples equipped with the quasimetric described by Bin Sun. Then,
there exists a G-equivariant continuous map φ : ∂T → M such that the
restriction φ : φ−1(M∞)→M∞ becomes an homeomorphism.
4 Zero sets of M under the stationary measure
In this section we will show how, under the stationary measure, the finite
boundary has 0 mass, which implies that random walks converge to the infin-
ite boundary and, in particular, to conical limit points. The main ingredient
we will use is the following lemma, found in [MT16][Lemma 4.5].
Lemma 4.1. Let G a countable group acting by homeomorphisms on a
metric space M , µ a probability distribution on G whose support generates
G, and ν a µ-stationary probability measure on M . Moreover, let us suppose
that Y ⊂ M has the property that there is a sequence of positive numbers
(ǫn) such that for any translate fY of Y there is a sequence (gn) of group
elements (which may depend on f), such that the translates fY , g−11 fY ,
g−12 fY , . . . are all disjoint, and for each gn, there is an m ∈ N , such that
µm(gn) > ǫn. Then ν(Y ) = 0.
Given x ∈ T and R > 0, we will consider the sets of finite boundary
points which are at ”distance” smaller or equal to R from x, that is, the
points p ∈M such that there exists a sequence (xn) ⊂ T with ρ(x, xn) ≤ R
such that xn → p. In other words, we define
DM (x,R) := B(x,R) ∩M,
where the closure is done with respect to Tukia’s topology. A critical ob-
servation is that, by the definition of MF , if (Ri)i∈N goes to infinity we get
DM (x,Ri) ⊂ DM (x,Ri+1), and
⋃
i∈NDM (x,Ri) = MF , so if we prove that
each of DM (x,R) has zero measure, then the ascending limit MF also has
zero measure.
The first step we need to take to apply the lemma is proving that these
balls behave well under the action by G, that is,
Lemma 4.2. gDM (x,R) = DM (gx,R), or, equivalently, p ∈ DM (x,R) ⇐⇒
gp ∈ DM (gx,R).
Proof. p belongs in DM (x0, R) if and only if there exists a sequence (xn) ⊂
B(x,R) with xn → p. Since G acts by isometries on T and by homeomorph-
isms on M , the previous is equivalent to (gxn) ⊂ gB(x,R) = B(gx,R) and
gxn → gp, which is equivalent to gp belonging in DM (gx0, R).
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Next we need to see that if the centers of the balls are separated enough
with respect to the radius, then the balls are separated. To prove that first
we need a small lemma, which will come up later.
Lemma 4.3. If x = (x1, x2, x3) and p ∈ DM (x,R), then (x
i, xj |p) ≤ R for
all i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3.
Proof. Assume p ∈ DM (x,R), i.e., that there exists xn → p with ρ(x, xn) ≤
R, and that the conclusion is false, that is, there exists i, j such that
(xi, xj |p) ≥ R + 1. Then, there exists an annulus sequence of length R + 1
such that
{xi, xj} < A1 < A2 < . . . < AR+1 < {p}.
By definition of the relation, p ∈ intA+R+1, so intA
+
R+1 is a neighbourhood
of p. By definition of the convergence to the boundary, there exists n0
big enough such that for all n ≥ n0 at least two components of xn are in
int(A+R+1). Therefore, we will also have the chain
{xi, xj} < A1 < A2 < . . . < AR+1 < {x
k
n, x
l
n},
and hence ρ(x, xn) ≥ R+ 1.
As a side note, coupling this last result with lemma 3.16 we get an
equivalent definition of finite boundary point
Corollary 4.4. Let p ∈M . Then p is a finite boundary point if and only if
there are two points a, b ∈M \ p and R > 0 such that (a, b|p) ≤ R.
Next we prove that if the centers of the balls are separated enough, then
the balls are also separated. The idea is to assume that they intersect, and
use the annulus sequence between the two centers to build two sequences
between each of the centers and the intersecting point, such that the sum
of the lengths of these sequences is almost the length of the total sequence,
which will be a contradiction by the previous lemma (since then, at least
one of them has to bee too large).
Lemma 4.5. If ρ(x, y) ≥ R+ 2, then DM (x,R) ∩DM (y,R) = ∅
Proof. Denote x = (x1, x2, x3), y = (y1, y2, y3) and assume p ∈ DM (x,R) ∩
DM (y,R). Assume that the distance between x and y is realized by (x
1, x2|y1, y2).
Then, (x1, x2|y1, y2) ≥ 2R+ 2, and hence we have the chain
{x1, x2} < A1 < A2 < . . . < A2R+2 < {y
1, y2}.
By definition of the relation, intA−i+1∪ intA
+
i =M , so p belongs to intA
−
i+1
or intA+i for all i. Let i0 be the biggest i such that p ∈ intA
+
i . We have the
chain
{x1, x2} < A1 < A2 < . . . < Ai0 < {p},
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so if i0 ≥ R + 1 we get a contradiction with lemma 4.3, since (x
1, x2|p) ≥
R+1. If i0 ≤ R we have that p /∈ intA
+
i0+1
, so, by definition of the relation,
p ∈ intA−i0+2. We get the chain
{p} < Ai0+2 < Ai0+3 < . . . < A2R+2 < {y
1, y2},
and we have again a contradiction with lemma 4.3.
With this we can prove the result we anticipated at the beginning of the
section
Proposition 4.6. Let G be a group acting minimally, non elementary and
as a convergence group on M , and µ a probability measure on G such that
its support generates G. If ν is the µ-stationary Borel probability measure,
then ν(MF ) = 0
Proof. We want to apply lemma 4.1 with Y = DM (x,R), where x ∈ T fixed.
By lemma 4.2, all translations of Y will be of the form DM (y,R). Let g ∈ G
be the loxodromic element determined by Sun. By proposition 2.7, we can
take N > 0 such that inf(ρ(x, gnNx)) ≥ n(2R + 2). By lemma 4.5, for
any f ∈ G, the sets fY, g−NfY, g−2NfY, . . . are disjoint, since the distance
between any of the centers of the balls is greater or equal to 2R+2. Since the
support of µ generates G, there ism(n) such that µm(n)(g
nN ) > 0, so labeling
ǫn := µm(n)(g
nN ) we can apply the lemma and we get ν(DM (x,R)) = 0. We
finish by recalling that, as R→∞, DM (x,R)→MF .
The set where the measure has all of its mass can be restricted a little
further. To do this, we observe that M∞, which has full mass, may depend
on the metric ρ, which in turn only depends on the chosen annulus system.
Since we always deal with annulus systems generated by one annulus A :=
{A−, A+}, the infinite boundary depends only on the annulus A, or more
specifically, on the sets A−, A+, so we can write M∞(A
−, A+). Therefore, if
we choose a countable family of annulus {A−i , A
+
i }i∈N such that Sun’s con-
struction works, we will get a countable family of sets,M i∞ :=M∞(A
−
i , A
+
i ),
where ν(M i∞) = 1, and intersecting them we will have ν(
⋂
i∈NM
i
∞) = 1.
Looking at Sun’s construction we see that, for the construction to work,
the conditions on A− and A+ are the following:
• A− and A+ are closed, and A− ∩A+ = ∅
• There exists an element g ∈ G behaving like the one described in
3.9, such that if a−, a+ ∈ M are its fixed points, a− ∈ intA− and
a+ ∈ intA+.
Choosing a particular family of acceptable generating annulus we get the
following.
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Proposition 4.7. Let ν be the Borel µ-stationary measure on M , and let
g ∈ G such that g fixes two distinct points a−, a+ and that gn|M\a− converges
to a+ locally uniformly as n → ∞, then, denoting Mg∞ the set of points
p ∈M such that there exists a sequence gn (depending on p) with gnp→ a
∓
and gnx→ a
± for all x 6= p, we have ν(Mg∞) = 1.
Proof. Equip M with a metric dM , and define the sets
A−i = B(a
−,dM (a−, a+)/i), A
+
i = B(a
+,d(a−, a+)/i).
For i ≥ 3 these sets define acceptable annulus, we get a family of annulus
systems as described above, and an associated family of infinite boundary
points M i∞. As explained, M˜
g
∞ :=
⋂
i≥3M
i
∞ has full mass, so let’s see
how p ∈ M˜g∞ behaves. By 3.17, for each i we will have (gin)n with either
ginp → A
−
i and g
i
nx → A
+
i for all x 6= p or g
i
np → A
+
i and g
i
nx → A
−
i
for all x 6= p. We assume now that the first one happens infinitely many
times for (ik), and we take a convergent subsequence of each (g
ik
n ) (which
we relabel as (gikn )). Taking V open set around p, for each ik there exists
nk big enough so g
ik
nk
p ⊂ A−ik and g
ik
nk
(M − V ) ⊂ A+ik−1. By definition of the
sets, as k → ∞ giknkp → a
−, and giknk(M − V ) → a
+, so taking a convergent
subsequence (hj) ⊂ (g
ik
nk
)k, p will satisfy the first possible condition of the
lemma (that is, hjp→ a
− and hjx→ a
+ for all x 6= p). Hence, M˜g∞ ⊂M
g
∞,
so ν(Mg∞) = 1
4.1 The Poisson boundary of convergence groups
By Sun’s construction [Sun16], the action ofG on (T, ρ) (or rather, on (S, ρ′))
has a WPD element and is non elementary, so, using Maher and Tiozzo’s
theorem [MT18][Theorem 1.4], if µ is a measure generating G with finite
support (and hence it automatically has finite entropy and finite logarithmic
moment), then the Gromov boundary of S, coupled with the hitting measure
ν, is a model for the Poisson boundary of (G,µ). Using the application
between ∂T and M built in 3.21, and proposition 4.6, we are able to prove
our main result.
Theorem 4.8. Let G be a finitely generated group acting as a convergence
group, minimally and non-elementary on a compact space M , and µ a prob-
ability measure generating G with finite support. Then, (M,ν) is the Poisson
boundary of (G,µ), where ν is the µ-stationary Borel probability measure on
M .
Proof. By theorem 2.12, (∂S, ˜˜ν) is the Poisson boundary of the random
walk (G,µ), where S is the hyperbolic space quasi-isometric to T by a G-
equivariant quasi-isometry f , and given x ∈ S, ˜˜ν is the µ-stationary hitting
measure of the random walk wnx on S. ∂S and ∂T are homeomorphic by
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the induced action of f , which is G-equivariant, so ν˜ := f(˜˜ν) is µ-stationary,
and (∂T, ν˜) is equivalent to (∂S, ˜˜ν) as measure space (and hence it is the
Poisson boundary).
Let φ be the G-equivariant application build in section 3.3, and ψ the
inverse on M∞. By G-equivariance, the probability measure on M , ν :=
φ(ν˜), is also µ-stationary, and by continuity it is Borel, so ν(M∞) = 1.
Therefore, ψ(ν) = ν˜, so the two spaces, as measure spaces, are equivalent
via a G-equivariant map, and hence (M,ν) is the Poisson boundary.
5 Applications
5.1 Compactification of G and the Dirichlet problem
Using the topology we used to paste M to T we can try to paste M to G
in a similar way. That is, fixing x ∈ T , given U ⊂M open, we can consider
the subset of G ∪M ,
U˜G := {g ∈ G|gx has two components in U} ∪ U.
Considering the the family B of sets of this form, together with the sets
P (G) (that is, all open sets of G, as it has the discrete topology), we get a
basis for a topology in G ∪M . Indeed, we have a cover, and for U1, U2 ∈ B
and x ∈ U1 ∩ U2, if x ∈ G, we can simply take {x} ∈ B, and we have
x ∈ {x} ⊂ U1 ∩ U2; if x ∈M , we can take V = U1 ∩U2 ∩M , which is open,
so V˜G ∈ B, for which we will have x ∈ VG ⊂ U1 ∩ U2. Therefore, we may
consider the unique generated topology (which by the following proposition
does not depend on x).
Proposition 5.1. The topology we defined on G ∪M does not depend on
the basepoint x.
Proof. Given a point in M , we can take a countable neighbourhood basis in
M , and we get a corresponding countable neighbourhood basis in G ∪M .
Since G has the discrete topology, a point in G itself is a neighbourhood,
so we have a countable neighbourhood basis. Therefore, G ∪ M is first
countable, and the topology is defined by the convergence along sequences.
Consider a sequence (gn) ⊂ G with gn → p, which by definition is
equivalent to gnx→ p with Tukia’s topology. Take y ∈ T , and assume that
gny does not converge to p. Then, there exists an open neighbourhood of
p on T ∪M of the form U˜ , and a subsequence of (gnk) ⊂ (gn), such that
gnky does not enter U˜ . However, by the convergence property, we can take
a convergent subsequence of gnk (in the sense of convergence groups), which
since gnx → p, will have p as attracting point, and hence gnky will enter
U˜ eventually (and hence, gnk will enter U˜G). That is, gn converges to p
with the topology generated by taking y as a basepoint, so doing the same
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reasoning the other way, gn converges to p with the topology generated by
taking y as basepoint if and only if it also converges to p with the topology
generated by taking x as basepoint.
For h ∈ G,
hU˜G = {hg ∈ G|gx ∈ U˜} ∪ hU = {g ∈ G|gx ∈ h˜U} ∪ hU = h˜UG,
so G acts by homeomorphisms on G ∪M .
This construction is indeed a compactification. To see this we observe
that, if (gn) is a converging sequence in the sense of convergence group
with attracting point a ∈ M , then (gnx) converges to a for any x ∈ T , so
we will have (gn) converging to a. Therefore, by definition of convergence
group, any sequence (hn) ⊂ G will have a converging sequence (in the sense
of convergence groups) which will converge (in the topology of G ∪ M).
Adding that M is also compact, and that it is topologically embedded into
G∪M , we get that any sequence gn ∈ G∪M has a converging subsequence
(we can restrict ourselves to either a subsequence of points in G, or to a
subsequence of points in M).
All in all, since for sequence (gn) ⊂ G we have convergence to a point
p ∈M if and only if (gnx) ⊂ T converges to the same point p ∈M we have,
by 3.5, the following result.
Corollary 5.2. Let G be a discrete, countable group acting as a convergence
group, non elementary and minimally on a metrizable compact space M .
Then, there exists a compact topology on G ∪M such that the inclusions
G →֒ G∪M , M →֒ G∪M are topological embeddings and, for any generating
measure µ on G, the sample paths of the associated random walk on G
converges almost surely to points in M .
Whenever G is an hyperbolic group, we can consider a finite set of gen-
erators S and the Cayley graph Γ(G,S). Then, we can add the Gromov
boundary to Γ(G,S), getting Γ(G,S) ∪ ∂G, and then we can take the in-
duced topology on G ∪ ∂G. As changing the generating set S induces a
quasi-isometry, this topology on G ∪ ∂G does not depend on S, so it is well
defined. The topology we have explained for a convergence group can be
seen as a generalization of Gromov’s one. Indeed, we have the following.
Proposition 5.3. Let G be an hyperbolic group, and assume its Gromov
boundary M has more than two points. Then, the topology we obtain on
G ∪M by considering G acting as a convergence group on M following the
procedure explained in this section coincides with Gromov’s topology.
Proof. Both restrictions to M and to G have the same topology in both
cases, so we only have to check if the sequences of G converging to points
in M have the same limit in both topologies (as there are no sequences of
elements of M converging to elements of G).
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Consider (gn)n∈N ⊂ G converging to λ ∈ M with the topology of con-
vergence groups, and assume the sequence does not converge to λ in Gro-
mov’s topology. Then, given a finite set of generators S, there exists a
subsequence (gnk) ⊂ (gn) such that (gnk · λ)e ≤ K (where the Gromov
product is done with respect to the path metric on Γ(G,S)). Taking a
convergent subsequence (in the sense of convergence groups) we get a sub-
sequence (hi) ⊂ (gnk), which, since it converges to λ in the convergence
group topology, has λ as attracting point. Take α ∈ M different from the
repelling point of (hi). Then, hiα converges to λ, so (hiα·λ)e goes to infinity.
Hence, by the inverse triangle inequality,
K ≥ (hi · λ)e ≥ min((hiα · hi)e, (hiα · λ)e) +O(δ) = (hiα · hi)e +O(δ).
Hence, K ≥ d(e, [hiα, hi]) + O(δ) = d(h
−1
i , [α, e]) + O(δ). Therefore, (h
−1
i )
converges to α with Gromov’s topology. Choosing α′ different than α and
the repelling point of (hi) we get a contradiction, so (gn) converges to λ with
Gromov’s topology.
Assume now (gn) converges to λ ∈ M with Gromov’s topology, but it
does not converge to λ with the convergence group topology. Then, there
exists a subsequence gnk which converges to λ
′ 6= λ with the convergence
group topology, and by the previous paragraph, gnk converges to λ
′ with
Gromov’s topology, giving us a contradiction.
We have that (M,ν) is a µ boundary of (G,µ), with ν being the hitting
measure of the random walk (wnx) ⊂ T , that is, we have wnx→ p ∈ A ∈M
with probability ν(A). Hence, for the random walk (wn) ⊂ G we have
wn → p ∈ A with probability ν(A), that is, the random walk wn converges
pointwise to a random variable w∞ on M , with distribution ν. We are,
then, in the situation introduced when introducing the Poisson boundary,
so again we can define the hitting measures of the random walk starting at
any g ∈ G,
νg(A) := P[gw∞ ∈ A|w0 = e] = P[w∞ ∈ g
−1A|w0 = e] = gνe(A).
Given this setting, a frequent question is whether the Dirichlet problem
at infinity is solvable, that is, whether every continuous function f :M → R
admits a continuous extension to G∪M , such that it is harmonic on G with
respect to the transition probability. For this we will use the following
theorem, proved, for example, in [Woe00][Theorem 20.3]
Theorem 5.4. The Dirichlet problem with respect a measure µ and a com-
pactification of G, G ∪B, is solvable if and only if
1. The random walks (wn) converge almost surely to the boundary B,
2. for the corresponding harmonic measures,
lim
g→p
νg = δp weakly for every p ∈ B
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We have already seen that the first requisite is satisfied. For the second
we just have to observe that every sequence with gn → p has a converging
subsequence (in the sense of converging groups), for which gnkν will converge
to δp. Therefore, gnν → δp (since every subsequence will have a converging
subsequence, and hence we can not take a fully non converging subsequence).
Hence, we get the following
Proposition 5.5. Assume G is a group acting as a convergence group, non
elementary and minimally on a metrizable space M . Then, the Dirichlet
problem on G ∪M solvable with respect to the topology we explain above.
If f :M → R is the continuous function on the boundary, the extension
to G will be given by the Poisson formula
h(g) =
∫
M
f(p)gν.
5.2 Strongly almost transitive actions
Let G be a second countable group acting measurably on a standard Le-
besgue space (X,B, ν), in such a way that the action preserves the measure
class of µ (that is, for all g ∈ G and A ∈ B we have ν(A) = 0 ⇐⇒ ν(gA) =
0). We say that the action is strongly almost transitive if, given a set A ⊂ X
such that ν(A) > 0, and ǫ > 0, there exists g ∈ G such that ν(hA) > 1− ǫ.
That is, the action is strongly almost transitive if every set of positive meas-
ure can be blown up to almost full measure. These actions were introduced
by Jaworski in [Jaw94], where he proves the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6. Let (M,ν) be a µ-boundary of G. Then, the action of G on
(M,ν) is strongly almost transitive.
Corollary 5.7. Let G be group acting non elementary, minimally and as a
convergence group on a compact space M , and µ a measure on G such that
its support generates G. Then, there exists a measure ν such that the action
on the probability space (M,ν) is strongly almost transitive.
We refer to the paper by Glasner and Weiss, [GW16], for a recompilation
of some implications of having a non trivial strongly almost transitive action.
We write here one of the consequences explained in that paper, which we
find particularly interesting.
Corollary 5.8 (of [GW16][Proposition 4.3]). Let G be group acting non
elementary, minimally and as a convergence group on a compact space M .
Then, there is no non-constant Borel measurable equivariant map φ : M →
Z, where (Z, d) is a separable metric space on which G acts by isometries
(that is, M is ergodic with isometric coefficients).
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5.3 Fµ-proximality
Given a measure µ on a discrete countable group G, we can define the Cesa`ro
averages µn :=
1
n(µ+µ
2+ . . .+µn). We say that a compact metric G-space
X is Fµ-proximal if for each x, y ∈ X, µn{g : d(gx, gy) > ǫ} → 0 as n→∞
for any ǫ > 0. Furstenberg introduced this notion in [Fur73], where he also
shows (among other equivalences, see Theorem 14.1 of that same article;
see also [GW16][Theorems 8.4 and 8.5] for a slightly larger list) that X is
Fµ-proximal if and only if for any µ-stationary Borel probability measure ν
on X, (X, ν) is a µ-boundary of G. As we have seen in proposition 3.3, this
is indeed the case for convergence groups, so we get the following result.
Corollary 5.9. Let G be group acting non elementary, minimally and as a
convergence group on a compact space M , and µ a measure on G such that
its support generates G. Then, M is Fµ-proximal.
In [GW16][Theorem 8.5], Glasner andWeiss show that being Fµ-proximal
implies having a unique µ-stationary Borel probability measure. Hence,
by the corollary above, we get another way of proving that the Borel µ-
stationary probability measure is unique.
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